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RUBBER FACTORY ATTACKED IN FRANCE

'with Germany running short of rubber, Bomber Command picked out one of the

most important rubber factories in Europe for last night’s attack - the Dunlop
works at Montlucon, only 45 miles from Vichy. This huge factory covers an

area of over 50 acres and has been turning out large quantities of automobile

and aero tyres for the Germans.

For some time there has been increasing evidence that the Germans were short

of both the raw materials of synthetic rubber and the finished products.

Blockade-running has slowed down and supplies from the Far East have fallen

to a mere trickle, while in June U,S, bombers struck a very effective blow in

daylight by attacking the Huls rubber factory, one of the largest producers of the

synthetic raw material in Europe. At the very least the Germans lost 7,ooo to

8,000 tons because of the damage at Huls. About a month later the Americans

struck a second blow and bombed the continental rubber works at Hanover, which

is one of the largest producers of automobile and aero tyres in Europe,

The Montlucon factory, always important to the Germans, became much more

so after these attacks* Until then the Germans had not used it to its full

capacity; now orders intended for Hanover had to be diverted to Montlucon.

Before the bombing of the Continental factory the Dunlop works in France was

producing a large number of aero tryes as -well as automobile tyres and it is

considered certain that production had been increased, in the last few months.

Last night's attack appeared, to take the Germans completely by surprise.

Although there were some night fighters along the route, the defences at the

target itself were negligible. Towards the end. of the raid, when the defences

had gone to pieces, one pilot saw only one gun firing, and. another reported that

he counted only four. Two said that it was only the weather which made the

night's work difficult.

They ran into bad weather about 50 miles away from the target, and found

cloud stretching from about 4>ooo feet to 10,000 feet above Montlucon, Some

of the aircraft went in low, flying under the cloud and bomb aimers reported

that, as they looked into their sights, they saw flames darting 500 feet into

air and thick oily smoke rolling upwards. Other crews who flew high and

bombed through gaps found towards the end of the raid that smoke from the fires

was seeping up through the cloud into the bright sky above.

The pilot of a Stirling who flew through this black smoke said that he and

his crew noticed an acrid smell about it. "The smoke had reached a height of

about 12,000 feet when we arrived over the target and fires were burning strongly.

We went right through the smoke and as soon as we had entered it my aircraft

became very difficult to handle. I found I couldn’t prevent it from climbing,

though whether this was due to the heat of the smoke or be some other cause I

couldn't decide. As soon as we were out of the smoke I got the Stirling

steady again,"


